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In Britain, at the end of 18th century and the beginning of 19th century, industry revolution had 
made its fruitful impact on the entire kingdom. Accompanied by the rapid economic development, the 
banking industry in England had carried significant progress; some novel credit tools such as banking 
note were flourishing at the mean time, and constituted the whole currency system along with coins. 
However, Napoleonic Wars were making the entire Europe gloomy at that time, threatening the 
economic stability of England, and caused directly the bank-run in 1797 and the following suspension 
of exchange as long as 20 years. In these years, with the crop failure and huge military expenditure, the 
situation of price increasing and gold out-flowing emerged in England. “Bullionist Controversy” 
busted out under this circumstance. At the early stage of this debate, Thornton took every others` 
thunder, who rise a lot of influencing views, such as the harm of deflation, the refutation of the 
“real-bill doctrine”. The later stage of the debate focused on Ricardo, who also had many well-known 
theories, like the drastic support of gold standard, the description of international gold-flowing system 
and the “Quantity Theory-Price Specie-Flow Mechanism”. Especially, the systematic elaboration of 
the last idea had a great affect on the development of economic theories. In addition, his opinion of 
establishing an independent central bank would still be instructive even in today. 
At the year of 1821, the resumption of cash payments took place in England. Some of the 
economists considered that this would cure the illness of economy in England once and for all, the 
following several economic crises in 20 years proved them naïve. Along with those crises, there was 
huge pain of deflation and recession. Then the “Currency-Banking Controversy” began. This debate 
could be regarded as the continuation of “Bullionist Controversy”. As the inheritors of bullionists, the 
currency school supported the quantity theory as always, and this particular theory was not only quite 
popular in academic field, but also got official recognized owing to the currency school’s ongoing 
promotion. However, their opinion that banking note and gold were somehow similar, which formed 
the base of other credit tools, was widely criticized. On the contrary, the banking school inherited the 














proposed the argument of “endogenous currency”, which is one of the main issues in current economic 
theories.  
All in all, these two debates have great influence on the progress of economic thoughts; some 
viewpoints in these debates are still innovative even now. The unceasing study and excavating of these 
theories would undoubtedly be highly helpful on the understanding of current economic situation and 
the appropriate judgment of it as well. 
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